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› Learn 'hands-only CPR' from Sarver Heart reps 11/03/2011 Arizona Daily Star

› Women’s honorary back at UA  (Diamond Children's Center) 11/03/2011 Arizona Daily Wildcat


› Valley Fever cases reach record high (Valley Fever Center for Excellence at the University of Arizona College of Medicine) 11/02/2011 KVOA-TV

› Young Tucson double lung recipient back at home (Diamond Children's Center) 11/02/2011 Arizona Daily Star USA Today

› UA scientist's work aimed at reducing childhood asthma (Dr. Paloma Beamer) 11/02/2011 KOLD-TV WBTV-TV - Online

› Alternative Way to Treat Childhood Asthma? 11/02/2011 fox30jax.com

› Frontiers in Biomedical Research Poster Forum 11/01/2011 Tucson Weekly

› UA researchers to feature their projects for the public 10/30/2011 Arizona Daily Star